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entitled Declaratio motuum ac turbationum, being dedicated to
the Pope, and another in English, 7 be copies of certain discourses
which were extorted from diverse as their friends desired them, or
their adversaries drove them to purge themselves of the most
grievous crimes of schism, sedition and rebellion, faction and such
hke, most unjustly laid against them for not subscribing to the late
authority at the first sending thereof into England
May * saint george for england '
Master de Malynes hath written an allegory entitled Saint
George for England, allegoric ally described, wherein the Dragon
is a monster compounded of covetousness and ambition, bring-
ing inequality in a commonwealth by the means of his tail
wherein lieth his greatest strength, making the expenses thereof
far surmount the revenues
2$tb May    A commission concerning the preservation of
the wealth of the realm
The commissioners that were appointed to inquire concerning
the preservation and augmentation of the wealth of the Realm
and to consider of remedies, conclude that there be sis causes
chiefly of the decline of wealth, viz the overheaviness of our
pound weight troy, being heavier by 3 dwts than that of other
countries , the overrichness of the monies of this realm, and
the undervaluation in comparison to other countries , the dis-
proportion of the value of our gold to our silver in respect of
other countries adjoining to us , the overbalancing of foreign
commodities vented out ; the abuse of the exchange between
us and other nations , the not making of a number of foreign
commodities within this realm having opportunities for so doing
As for remedies, some hold that the exchange for aE places
should be kept at a certainty according to the value of coin and
established with due consideration to prevent inconvenience
For redress of the excessive import of foreign commodities, the
due execution of the statute of employments for strangers,
together with some good laws for restraint thereof, should be
put in execution, and good examples in f orbearmg the excessive
use of foreign commodities would be a ready means thereto
Lastly some means might be devised to set to work our own
people to make some of these foreign commodities whereby not
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